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SYNOPSIS
A series of gateways have appeared
across the globe, all leading to a place
people call ‘Point B’.
Farm workers, Lewis and Andrei, are
guarding one of the gateways in the
North of England where six young
people have arrived, ready to cross over
into an uncertain future.
Contenders explores the nature of
anonymous heroic acts from the younger
generation and how they are, despite
often criticised, the first to respond to a
calling.

WRITER & DIRECTOR
REBECCA KING
Rebecca King is a director based in London, originally from North Yorkshire. Her
ambition is to create unique and large concept stories told on British soil that reflect
the experiences of her generation. Contenders was birthed after King's imagination
caught the attention from Lisa Joy (Westworld) and Scott Myers (K9) . Currently she
is developing her next film titled Where Iron Gathers. King is part of the BFI
Network x BAFTA Crew 2019.
As a Script Supervisor she has worked on feature films and high end dramas in Britain
including Rebellion Developments Ltd feature film Schools Out Forever and BBC/
BFI film Sweetheart.

IN CONVERSATION WITH
WRITER AND DIRECTOR

REBECCA KING

BY CATE BARR

It’s fair to say Contenders has been through quite the journey that has led you to where you are now. How
did the project come about?
Contenders was birthed around a similar time that the Mars One project was in the forefront of the media.
Witnessing interviews from members of the public ready to leave everything behind was incredibly
interesting to me, and their reasons for it.
At the time, it made me think of my brother and certain friends who fiercely wanted to join the British army
years ago and the campaigns which fuelled that desire. It's all linked to that certain period in a human life,
often between the ages of 18-30 where you are ready to respond to a calling, whatever that is - the scary side
of it is how often it can be misused by others.
The film naturally evolved from the script to working with the actors in a small caravan in Yorkshire. We
then began filming on a tight schedule before moving on to the editing stages. Naturally, tweaks and
changes come because often you are creatively tackling and overcoming hundreds of obstacles together,
and you welcome them, whilst still trying to keep true to the tone you set out to create.
Each character has a story of their own - a past we are wanting to discover. Is there a specific character that
you relate to or feel the strongest towards?
During the casting process, we had each actor trying a monologue I had written that was not too dissimilar
from the Youtube interviews for the Mars Missions.

Andrei, played by my good friend Petre Dobre, an extremely skilled deaf Romanian born/British based
actor, has a deep sensitivity as does Frank the dog, who’s real name is Sonny. I feel like they are wired into a
type of listening we forget to access above all the noise which includes the sound of our own voices or those
around us.
What is the significance of the title?
In one way, the title represents the characters themselves and how they volunteer as worthy contenders for
another life. Or, it could also describe how our feelings and thoughts will contend with each other,
sometimes clouding our decision making. Finally, it could represent the youth in general - having to
contend with the pre-made judgements made of them as useless, or reactionary, or too sensitive. An
example of that is those in the millennial bracket that had to contend with slogans like 'generation
snowflake’.
A lengthy and hard working process it has been, but undoubtedly worth it. Have you been overwhelmed by
any specific elements of creating the film? And similarly, have there been moments of pure joy when things
simply fell into place?
Sound design and composition are definitely my happy place when world building. Adam Jones (sound
designer) and Ben Stanbridge (composer) are both extremely talented individuals, but between the long
conversations, swapping strange vowels and all the unintelligible dialogue, it is hard to recount how we got
from A to B. We all felt comfortable enough and open enough to twist each other's hard work which was a
good feeling.
On the final mix we came together and pulled an all nighter - where delirium perhaps kicked in - but more
happy discoveries were made. It was our first time working in one room together, but it was paramount to
ride the trust that was established early on.
The DOP Andrew Rodger, editor Chris Wilson and colourist Liz Glennard brought their own creativity
and artistry to the elements of mystery. I was moved by their heart's investment to Contenders and by
having the privilege to work with their unique brains on this film.
What’s next for Contenders? And what are the next plans for Rebecca King...another film in the pipeline?
Currently I’m developing a film called Where Iron Gathers which is to go into production in 2020. This
story connects to the experiences of my friends and some of my own, with slight hallucinatory/magical
elements. This will also be set in the North.
As a script supervisor, there are a few TV shows/films here in Britain I'll be helping the directors and
editors on.
Other than that, maintaining friendships and collaborations I care about growing and nurturing is the
large and on-going plan.
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